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1. Mister Leather Europe 2020 contest will take place in Rome during the ECMC AGM 2019, 

from October 11 to 12. 

 

2. The contest is reserved to male and FtoM candidates, who are titleholders of a contest 

organised by a full member club of the ECMC or a probationary member ECMC or a club 

applying for probationary membership of the ECMC at the present AGM.  

 

3. To apply for the contest, each candidate has to send the application form (attached), an official 

picture (to be used on websites), a short bio in English and a letter of presentation (in English 

as well) from at least one of club mentioned at point 2, involved in the contest that he won. 

Every club can write just one presentation letter.  

 

4. The applications need to be submitted via email to the following address: 

contestant@lcroma.com by 25th September 2019, but we recommend that candidates send the 

form by 10th September 2019.   

 

5. The participation to the contest is free.  

 
6. The contest will be divided into two parts: interviews with the jury on Friday and public show 

during the gala dinner on Saturday, during which candidates might be required to give a short 

interview on stage and to present a short live performance. Performances recalling unsafe sex 

practices or racist ideals are not allowed. 

 
 



7. The Jury will be composed of:

a) the presidents of each ECMC full member club physically present at the AGM (the 

president can delegate another person of his own club also physically present at the 

AGM. Any kind of proxy representation is not allowed)

b) the presidents of ECMC probationary clubs applying at the current AGM and the 

presidents of ECMC would-be applicant clubs whose candidates take part in the 

contest (the president can be delegate another person of his own club also physically 

present at the AGM. Any kind of proxy representation is not allowed)

c) the outgoing Mister Leather Europe

d) the ECMC Secretary

e) ECMC Patroons (currently Ian Allan and Jacques Guet) if present

8. The jury evaluates on three different criteria. For the interviews: involvement in the leather 

and fetish community. For the show: leather outfit and performance. The votes of the jury 

members will go from 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest). The vote of the jury will be the 66,6% of the 

final score. This means that the jury most voted candidate will obtain 66,6 votes and the least 

voted one will obtain 0.

9. The public vote will be expressed at the end of show and it will be the 33,3% of the final score. 

This means that the public most voted candidate will obtain 33,3 votes and the least voted one 

will obtain 0.

10. In the event of a tie among the first three positions of the final ranking, the jury will vote again 

only for those.

11. For the top three candidates, a medal will be provided by the LCR. For the winner LCR will 

provide a sash and prizes collected from sponsors. The winner will win also a travel pocket 

offered by ECMC.

12. The Winner of the Contest will be able to take part in IML 2020 representing ECMC as Mister 

Leather Europe.



 

 

13. The winner will be asked to represent the title in any official ECMC event until the next 

contest.  

 

14. All the participants in the contest authorise LCR and ECMC to use their official picture 

(provided previously) and all the pictures taken during the contest to be used with their names 

(or nicknames) on the LCR and ECMC websites and on newspapers, newsletters, social media 

and magazines that will want to speak about the contest. Moreover, this material will be used 

for free and under LCR authorisation and candidates shall renounce any rights on its use.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 




